INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

The Journal of Nuclear Medicine will publish original articles in clinical medicine, basic and clinical medical research, physics and chemistry dealing with the use of isotopes in humans, and articles on related subjects. The latter includes dosimetry, instrumentation, protection, techniques and biologic effects contributing to the use or effects of isotopes in clinical medicine or the clinical effects of ionizing radiation. Articles are accepted for publication on the condition that they are contributed exclusively to this journal. Authors will please note that they alone are responsible for the TECHNICAL accuracy of their manuscripts.

MANUSCRIPTS must be typed doubled or triple spaced, the latter being preferable, and with at least a one-inch margin on each side of a standard size page. The original with one carbon copy must be provided.

TABLES must have captions and be numbered consecutively in Arabic numbers.

ILLUSTRATIONS should be in black ink on hard white paper with all lettering of sufficient size and clarity to permit reduction. Each illustration must be identified by a label pasted to the back indicating its number, the author's name and an abbreviated title of the article. The top of the illustration must be clearly indicated. Illustrations must have descriptive legends grouped on a separate sheet (double spaced).

REFERENCES must be cited in the text by number in parentheses in order of appearance. A consecutive list according to reference numbers must be submitted on a separate page, double spaced. Literature references must be cited in the following order: name of author, title of article, name of periodical, with volume, page, month (day of month, if weekly) and year. Book references must be cited in the following order: author's name, name of book, editor's name (if any), city of publication, name of publisher and year of publication.

Unused manuscripts will be returned by regular mail. Used manuscripts are not returned, however, used illustrations are returned after the article is published.
Announcement to Authors

Preliminary Notes

Space will be reserved in each issue of THE JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE for the publication of one preliminary note concerning new original work that is an important contribution in Nuclear Medicine.

Selection of the preliminary note shall be on a competitive basis for each issue. One will be selected after careful screening and review by the Editors. Those not selected will be returned immediately to the authors without criticism. Authors may resubmit a rejected or revised preliminary note for consideration for publication in a later issue. The subject material of all rejected manuscripts will be considered confidential.

The text of the manuscript should not exceed 1200 words. Either two illustrations, two tables, or one illustration and one table will be permitted. An additional 400 words of text may be substituted if no tables or illustrations are required. Only the minimum number of references should be cited.

Manuscripts should be mailed to the Editor, Dr. George E. Thoma, St. Louis University Medical Center, 1402 South Grand Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri 63104. They must be received before the first day of the month preceding the publication month of the next issue, e.g., preliminary notes to be considered for the November, 1964 issue must be in the hands of the Editor before October 1, 1964.